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The effect of amphiphilic diblock copolymers of several molecular weights on the structure and
phase behavior of ternary amphiphilic systems~water, oil, and nonionic surfactant! is investigated.
Small amounts of amphiphilic block copolymer polyethyleneoxide–polyethylpropylene lead to a
dramatic decrease of the amount of total surfactant needed to solubilize given equal volumes of
water and oil in a bicontinuous microemulsion. Neutron scattering experiments employing a
high-precision two-dimensional contrast variation technique demonstrate that the polymer is
distributed uniformly on the surfactant membrane. Based on these observations, we propose a
mechanism for the enhancement of swelling behavior, which is due to the variation of the membrane
curvature elasticity by polymer mushrooms anchored to the interface. ©2001 American Institute
of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1377881#

I. INTRODUCTION

Microemulsions are thermodynamically stable and mac-
roscopically homogeneous mixtures of water and oil, where
the miscibility is mediated by surfactant molecules. Micro-
scopically the surfactants form an extended interfacial film
separating water and oil on a local scale. Recently we dis-
covered an enormous efficiency increase of the emulsifica-
tion capacity of the nonionic surfactant C10E4 by adding am-
phiphilic block copolymers of polyethylenepropylene/
polyethyleneoxide ~PEP–PEO!. While mixtures of two
surfactants of similar chain length show only small synergis-
tic effects in microemulsions, adding the amphiphilic block
copolymer to a conventional microemulsion system was
found to lead to a very large efficiency increase already for
traces of polymer.1

The extraordinary role of polymers is not only restricted
to synthetic systems like conventional microemulsions but
has received also much attention in connection with am-
phiphilic bilayers and biological membranes. Polymers an-
chored to phospholipid bilayers have for example been used
to protect artificial vesicles against the immune system re-
sponse and make effective drug carrier systems.2–6 Water
soluble polymers anchored to lipid bilayers have also been
found to exhibit a lamellar hydrogel phase at high water
concentration.7,8 When the bending rigidity of the bilayer is
reduced to values of the order of the thermal energykBT by
the addition of a cosurfactant—determined from the analysis
of the scattering intensity—gelation is found to occur already
in mixtures containing as little as 0.5 wt % PEO lipid.

Theoretically, the polymer decoration of membranes is
expected to increase the bending rigidity. Such an effect has
qualitatively been observed in the lamellar phase of mem-

branes, to which hydrophilic polymers are anchored by hy-
drophobic side chains, below the overlap concentration of
the polymers on the membrane.9 Similarly, micropipet aspi-
ration experiments10 of vesicles with PEO lipids show an
increase of the bending rigidityabovethe overlap concentra-
tion, while no data are available in this system below over-
lap. In both cases the bending rigidity was found to level off
at higher polymer concentrations. On the other hand, the
bending rigidity was found to vary little with polymer con-
centration both in the lamellar phases of Refs. 7 and 8 and in
surfactant bilayer vesicles with PEO surfactants.11

Structural properties of such complex fluids may be ac-
cessed by small angle neutron scattering~SANS! which
takes advantage of the unique possibility to vary the contrast
between the different components by hydrogen–deuterium
exchange. A number of systematic studies on bicontinuous
microemulsions under either oil–water or film contrast are
reported in the literature.12–16

The theoretical understanding of microemulsion phases
has been promoted by a detailed analysis—based on statisti-
cal physics—of several classes of models of amphiphilic sys-
tems. We want to mention microscopic lattice models,
Ginzburg–Landau-type free-energy functional approaches,
as well as interfacial models which employ the curvature
elasticity of the amphiphile film. A recent overview by
Gompper and Schick17 reviews the state of the art. In par-
ticular the Ginzburg–Landau-type theories reveal the struc-
ture factor for oil–water microemulsions under bulk-contrast
conditions—the so called Teubner–Strey formula12—which
is employed routinely in order to describe such scattering
results. On the other hand, already the scattering under film
contrast is much less understood. Recently, Rouxet al.18,19
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as well as Gompper and Schick20 presented Ginzburg–
Landau models with two scalar order parameters, in order to
describe the thermal fluctuations of the amphiphile density in
microemulsions, which was shown to be strongly influenced
by the oil–water correlation function. Alternatively,
Pieruschka and Safran21,22 have calculated the scattering in-
tensities under bulk and film contrast within the interfacial
approach.

Finally, the phase diagrams of microemulsions are
strongly influenced by the elastic moduli, the bending modu-
lus k and the saddle splay or Gaussian curvature modulusk̄,
of the surfactant film. Recently, Morse,23 Golubovic,24 and
Gompper and Kroll25 demonstrated an exponential depen-
dence of the phase boundary of the homogeneous phase in
terms of the surfactant volume fraction on the magnitude of
the saddle-splay modulusk̄. Polymers tethered to a surfac-
tant layer modify the elasticity moduli and thus are expected
to have a profound effect on the phase diagrams.

In this paper we display a coherent set of scattering re-
sults on bicontinuous microemulsions with varying polymer
concentration. We evaluate the different partial structure fac-
tors and interpret the results for the bulk and film contrasts
jointly in terms of both Ginzburg–Landau and interfacial
models. We study the effect of the polymers on the various
parameters of the theory and evaluate the system parameters
on the basis of the structural information. Furthermore, the
polymer scattering by itself is studied in extracting the
polymer–polymer partial structure factor. This quantity pro-
vides information about the polymer conformation and poly-
mer density in the system. In particular, we show that all
polymer chains are tethered to the surfactant films. A sche-
matic illustration of the microemulsion structure containing
block copolymer is given by Fig. 1. Detailed information on
the density profile of the tethered chains are also obtained
from the interference term between the polymer and the film
scattering. Finally, the efficiency boosting effect of the teth-
ered polymers is explained in terms of the variation of the
saddle-splay modulusk̄ by the tethered chains.26

II. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

A. Samples

In this work we consider microemulsions consisting of
water andn-decane and nonionic surfactant C10E4 ~n-decyl-
tetraoxyethylene!. To these ternary microemulsions we
added amphiphilic block copolymers of the PEPx–PEOy
type, wherex and y denote the molecular weights of each
block in kg/mole. These block copolymers have similar
structures as C10E4 and differ from it mainly by their size and
the methyl side groups of the hydrophobic PEP block.

The PEP–PEO block copolymers were synthesized by
anionic polymerization. Some details are given in Appendix
A. A more detailed description of the polymer synthesis can
be found in Refs. 27 and 28.

Table I displays the characterization of the polymers to-
gether with the end-to-end distances of the single polymer
blocks, Rw for PEO andRo for PEP. These values were
calculated for homopolymers of the corresponding molecular
weights. In case of PEO the radii of gyration were calculated

with the help of Refs. 27 and 28 and were transformed into
the end-to-end radii,Re , by multiplication with A6. The
PEP-block end-to-end radii,Ro , were obtained by the rela-
tion Ro5RB(@h#o /@h#B)1/3, whereRB is the end-to-end dis-
tance in the theta-solvent benzene at 19 °C and was calcu-
lated from Ref. 29, and@h#O and @h#B are the intrinsic
viscosities in oil and benzene, respectively. For@h#O values
in cyclohexane were used instead of decane, as the solvent
qualities of cyclohexane and decane are similar for PEP. The
molecular weight dependences are@h#O52.8131024Mw

0.7

~Ref. 42! and @h#B52.0331023Mw
0.5 ~Ref. 30!.

In order to perform experiments under polymer contrast,
a fully deuterated C10E4 had to be synthesized. Details are
again given in Appendix A. The samples for the structural
investigations by small angle neutron scattering~SANS!
were prepared using deuterated water (D2O) and hydrog-
enousn-decane~h-decane! for the oil-water or bulk contrast
and with D2O and deuteratedn-decane~d-decane! for the
film contrast.

In order to achieve the polymer contrast, microemulsions
of D2O, d-C10E4/h-C10E4 mixtures, andd-decane/h-decane
mixtures were prepared so that the scattering length densities
of surfactant and decane were matched to that of D2O. Prior

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of the bicontinuous microemulsion structure
and the polymer distribution on the interface as inferred from the experi-
mental results presented in this paper.
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to the preparation of the polymer contrast microemulsions,
thed-surfactant and theh-surfactant were stirred for 24 hours
under high vacuum to eliminate adsorbed water. The deu-
teration degree of thed-decane was measured by1H-NMR as
described for the PEP–OH in Appendix A. For D2O, the
value of 99.96% indicated by the manufacturer~Aldrich! was
used and the sealed ampoule was first opened prior to the
experiments. As thed-C10E4 as well as theh-C10E4 con-
tained OH end groups which exchange protons with the deu-
terons of D2O, this effect was considered for the deuteration
degree of D2O as well asd-C10E4. The values are given in
Table II. The volume densities of the components were mea-
sured with an Anton Paar DMA 5000 density meter. The
results for 30.15 °C and the thermal expansion coefficients
are also given in Table II. Forh-C10E4, the value corre-
sponds to the density in the microemulsion and not in the
bulk material. To obtain this value, five microemulsions in
the one-phase region, containing 14 to 22 wt % surfactant,
were measured. With the knowledge of the mass fractions of
water, decane, and surfactant as well as the measured densi-
ties of bulk water and decane it was possible to calculate the
h-C10E4-film densities. The value given in Table II is the
average value of all five measurements. In order to demon-
strate the precision of the measurements it should be noted
that no value differed more than 0.02% from the average.
The densities ofd-decane andd-C10E4 were calculated from
the hydrogenous components taking into account the differ-
ent molar masses of theh and d molecules. With the deu-
teration degrees and the volume densities it was possible to
calculate precisely the scattering length densities of the com-
ponents. These data are also listed in Table II.

In order to characterize the sample compositions, we
need three parameters for the quaternary systems. They are
defined asFa5Voil /(Vwater1Voil), the volume fraction of
oil in water plus oil,Fg5(Vsurfactant1Vpolymer)/(Vwater1Voil

1Vsurfactant1Vpolymer), the overall volume fraction of am-
phiphile including the polymer, andFd5Vpolymer/(Vsurfactant

1Vpolymer), the volume fraction of polymer in the mixture of
surfactant plus polymer. With the known mass densities
given in Table II andrpolymer.1.0 g/cm3, the volume frac-
tions Fa , Fg , andFd quoted in this paper have been de-
rived from the corresponding mass fractions under the as-
sumption of simple additivity on mixing; mass differences
due to H/D exchange have been taken into account as appro-
priate.

A small percentage of the surfactant molecules is solu-
bilized in the water- and oil-excess phases at three-phase
coexistence, and similarly in the water and oil domains of a
bicontinuous microemulsion.31 Therefore the surfactant vol-
ume fractionFg is slightly different from the membrane
volume fractionC, which has been corrected for this effect.

Table III displays the composition of the samples used in
this study. We note that in order to investigate the polymer
scattering as well as the polymer-film interference contribu-
tion, an array of 15 different contrasts around the theoretical
point of zero contrast among oil, water and surfactant were
used, as explained in more detail in Sec. II C 5 below.

B. Phase behavior of the microemulsions

At equal volume fractions of water and oil, ternary mi-
croemulsions of water,n-alkane and CiEj as a function of
temperature display phase boundaries with a symmetric
shape well known as the ‘‘fish’’~solid lines in Fig. 2!. At
low temperature an oil-in-water microemulsion coexists with
an upper oil excess phase~denoted by2), while at high
temperature a water-in-oil phase coexists with a lower water
excess phase~denoted by 2̄). At intermediate temperatures
and low surfactant concentrations, a three-phase body ap-
pears~upper oil excess phase, middle-phase microemulsion
and lower water excess phase, denoted by 3!. In the fish tail
at intermediate temperatures and somewhat higher surfactant
concentrations, a one-phase region occurs~denoted by 1!
which relates to a bicontinuous microemulsion.

TABLE I. Polymers used as additives.

PEP–OH PEP–PEO

Composition Mn /g/mol Mw /Mn Mn g/mol Mw /Mn Rw/Å Ro/Å

PEP5–PEO5 d6.37h3.63/h 5180 1.03 11 100 1.03 77 67
PEP5–PEO15 h/h 4770 1.03 18 900 1.02 138 67
PEP10–PEO10 d6.25h3.75/h 9880 1.02 21 300 1.02 113 97
PEP22–PEO22 d6.61h3.39/h 23100 1.02 49 000 1.03 181 159

TABLE II. Densities and scattering length densities of the constituents.

T530.15 °C D2O h-decane d-decane h-C10E4 d-C10E4

Degree of deuteration
~atom%! 99.71 0.01 98.87 0.01 99.23

Density ~g/ml! 1.1031 0.7222 0.8332 0.97047 1.0776
Expansion coefficient

~g/ml/°C! 2.731331024 7.60431024 8.77431024 7.86031024 8.61931024

Scattering length density
@1010 cm22# 6.320 20.483 6.438 0.180 6.858
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The samples were prepared by weighing the masses in
test tubes. The tubes were sealed and the occurring phases
were observed as a function of temperature. The observation
of the phase diagrams was done in a thermostated water bath,
where the temperature could be controlled up to 0.02 K. The
occurrence of different phases was determined by visual in-
spection in both transmitted and scattered light. Crossed po-
larizers were used in order to detect the presence of lamellar
phases. We note that the phase diagrams for microemulsions
prepared on the basis of D2O are shifted in temperature by
about 2 K to lower values compared to those with H2O. On
the other hand, microemulsions containingd-C10E4, D2O
andd-decane are shifted by about 7 K upwards compared to
the microemulsions containing hydrogenous materials. How-
ever, the fish-tail points stay virtually at the same composi-
tion Fg , independently of deuterated or hydrogenous mate-
rials.

C. Small angle neutron scattering

1. Data collection

The SANS experiments under bulk and film contrasts
were performed at the KWS-1 SANS instrument at the FRJ-2
reactor of the Forschungszentrum Ju¨lich. The experiments
were carried out at sample-to-detector distances ofL
51.25, 5 and 20 m using a neutron wavelength ofl
57 Å @Dl/l520% full width at half maximum~FWHM!#.
Thereby aQ range of 0.0038 Å21,Q,0.25 Å21 was cov-
ered. Experiments near polymer contrast were carried out at
the high intensity SANS diffractometer D22 at the Institute
Laue Langevin in Grenoble. Using a wavelength ofl
56 Å (Dl/l510% FWHM! and choosing two detector
positions L52 and 14 m, D22 covered aQ range of
0.0033 Å21,Q,0.46 Å21; the geometrical upper limit is
reduced to about 0.2 Å21 because the scattering from our
samples dropped below the~incoherent! background beyond
this Q value.

All scattering experiments were performed in the one-
phase region near the fish-tail point of the phase diagram,
where structures are bicontinuous. The samples were equili-
brated at the fish-tail point temperatures and filled into
Hellma-quartz cells of 0.2 mm optical path length for the
bulk-contrast measurements, 1 mm path length for the film-
contrast measurement, and 5 mm path length for the polymer
contrast, respectively.

A sample thermostat which was able to keep the desired
temperatures within 0.02 °C was employed. It could be easily
removed in order to check whether the samples stayed in the
bicontinuous one-phase region just before and after each
measurement by visual inspections in transmitted light.

Each data set was normalized to absolute intensity by the
incoherent scattering of H2O. The data sets from the differ-
ent detector distances overlapped without scale adjustment.

2. Partial structure factors in ternary and quaternary
fluid mixtures

The small angle scattering of neutrons arises from fluc-
tuations of the scattering length densitiesr i5(( jbj )/v i

where bj are the scattering length of different atoms in a
moleculei and v i is the volume of the corresponding mol-
ecule. Under the assumption of incompressibility and with
the definition of one of the molecular species as reference—
its scattering length density may be denoted byrs—the co-
herent scattering cross section per volume is given by

I ~Q!5(
i , j

~r i2rs!~r j2rs!Si j ~Q! ~1!

with the partial structure factorsSi j (Q) ~see, e.g., Ref. 32!

Si j ~Q!5
1

VEV
^f i~r !f j~r 8!&exp@ iQ•~r2r 8!#d3r d3r 8.

~2!

The integration is performed over the sample volume and
f i(r ) describes the volume fraction of moleculei at a posi-
tion r . uQu5(4p/l)sin(Q/2) is the scattering wave number
with Q the scattering angle andl the neutron wavelength.

TABLE III. Sample compositions for C10E4 /PEP10–PEO10 microemulsions.
(C specifies the membrane volume fraction, i.e.,Fg corrected for the
.2wt % surfactant solubility in decane.!

Run No. a g d Fa C Fd Fg Contrast

Sample 15 0.398 0.138 0 0.51 0.127 0 0.127
Sample 16 0.397 0.106 0.024 0.50 0.095 0.024 0.093
Sample 17 0.397 0.079 0.051 0.50 0.068 0.053 0.065 Bulk
Sample 18 0.396 0.067 0.074 0.50 0.057 0.079 0.053
Sample 19 0.396 0.054 0.106 0.50 0.044 0.112 0.040
Sample 20 0.434 0.127 0 0.51 0.123 0 0.123
Sample 21 0.432 0.097 0.031 0.51 0.092 0.032 0.089
Sample 23 0.434 0.065 0.077 0.51 0.058 0.083 0.054 Film
Sample 24 0.434 0.055 0.099 0.51 0.048 0.110 0.043

FIG. 2. Three-phase body~3! and adjacent one-phase~1! region for water–
n-decane–C10E4 containing equal volume fractions of water and decane.
Addition of the amphiphilic block copolymer PEP10–PEO10 shifts the one-

phase region to smaller surfactant volume fractionFg .2 and 2̄refer too/w
andw/o microemulsions in equilibrium with their respective excess phases.
Fd denotes the volume fraction of polymer in the surfactant.
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For a quaternary microemulsion containing oil, water, sur-
factant and polymer, the scattering intensity may be de-
scribed in terms of partial structure factors

I ~Q!5~ro2rw!2Soo~Q!1~r f2rw!2Sf f~Q!

1~rp2rw!2Spp~Q!12~ro2rw!~r f2rw!

3So f~Q!12~r f2rw!~rp2rw!Sf p~Q!

12~ro2rw!~rp2rw!Sop~Q!, ~3!

whereo, w, f, andp indicate oil, water, film, and polymer,
respectively. Water has here been used as the reference indi-
cated above. Considering the very low polymer volume frac-
tion in the microemulsion, in general we may neglect the
partial scattering functionsSpp , Sf p , and Sop , which are
buried under theSoo and Sf f contributions in Eq.~1!. For
r f5rw , the scattering intensityI (Q) then revealsSoo(Q),
which we call ‘‘bulk contrast.’’ On the other hand, forro

5rw ; I (Q)5(r f2rw)2Sf f(Q). For this ‘‘film contrast’’ the
experiment reveals information about the surfactant correla-
tions.

The contrast matching method is very powerful, when it
is applied to complex many-component systems, because in
principle the signal can be restricted to the components we
are interested in. If the scattering length densitiesrw , ro ,
and r f are precisely matched, then the scattering intensity
will be dominated by polymer–polymer partial scattering
function Spp(Q), and we may obtain information about the
structure of the polymer. This contrast is called ‘‘polymer
contrast.’’

For the partial structure factors a number of relations can
be derived. Let us first consider a ternary microemulsion of
oil, water and surfactant. Without the polymer terms, Eq.~3!
reduces to

I ~Q!5~ro2rw!2Soo~Q!1~r f2rw!2Sf f~Q!

12~ro2rw!~r f2rw!So f~Q!. ~4!

Here water has been used as the reference. When oil is used
as the reference, this equation is modified to

I ~Q!5~rw2ro!2Sww~Q!1~r f2ro!2Sf f~Q!

12~rw2ro!~r f2ro!Sw f~Q!. ~5!

Equations~4! and ~5! are equivalent. Therefore, for struc-
tures, which are invariant~on average! under an exchange of
oil and water, we find

Sww~Q!5Soo~Q!,
~6!

Sw f~Q!5So f~Q!.

Then inserting Eq.~6! into Eqs.~4! and ~5!, we obtain

So f~Q!5Sw f~Q!52 1
2 Sf f~Q!. ~7!

Equation~7! agrees with a result derived by Gompper and
Schick33 on the basis of a lattice model for ternary mixtures.

The above discussion can easily be extended to quater-
nary system. For a quaternary microemulsion with oil, water,
surfactant and polymer, the scattering intensity is given by
Eq. ~3!. From the equivalence of water and oil as references

for an oil–water symmetric structure, Eq.~6! is amended by
Swp(Q)5Sop(Q). The same procedure as above then leads
to

So f~Q!5Sw f~Q!52 1
2 ~Sf f~Q!1Sf p~Q!!,

~8!
Sop~Q!5Swp~Q!52 1

2 ~Spp~Q!1Sf p~Q!!.

SinceSf f(Q) is about 103 times larger thanSf p(Q) for
the range of polymer concentrations investigated in this pa-
per, and sinceSf p(Q) vanishes at highQ, Eq. ~7! is almost
valid even for a quaternary, oil–water symmetric system.

Finally, we note that the off-diagonal partial structure
factorsSo f , Sop , andSf p also contain valuable information;
Sf p , for example, yields the density profiles of polymers
tethered to the surfactant layer—as explained in detail in
Sec. III B 4 below.

3. Background subtraction

In the case of the contrast-variation series around the
total matching point, the total scattering intensities were very
low and particular care had to be taken for the background
subtraction. Two origins of the background are considered:
first incoherent scattering, and second the coherent scattering
caused by mixing of deuterated and hydrogenous materials
of one species. In our case, the mixing ofh-decane/d-decane
and ofh-C10E4/d-C10E4 gives rise to this type of scattering.
The incoherent scattering intensity of the system may be
calculated to

I incoh5(
i

s i
incoh

4pv i
F i , ~9!

wherei indicates theith component in the system, andv i is
the volume of the molecule typei, s i

incoh is the incoherent
cross section of a molecule of typei, i.e., the sum of the
incoherent cross sections of its atoms, andF i is the volume
fraction of the componenti, respectively. However, it is
commonly experienced that this underestimates the incoher-
ent background level as observed in typical SANS experi-
ments.

To estimate the scattering contributions ofh-decane and
h-C10E4, we assume that the shape of C10E4 in the interface
can be modeled by a cylinder; a Debye function, Eq.~12!, is
used to approximate the form factor of decane. The respec-
tive forward scattering is given by

I ~Q.0!5
dS

dV
~Q!5F~12F!vDr2, ~10!

whereF is the volume fraction of the scattering molecules,
v is their molecular volume, andDr is the difference of
scattering length densities between the protonated scatterer
and the average of others: i.e.,Dr5rscatterer2 r̄, wherer̄ is
the average except the scatterer. The form factor of a ran-
domly oriented cylinder is given by

P~Q!54E
0

p/2

$sin~QH cosb!/~QH cosb!%2

3$J1~QRsinb!/~QRsinb!%2 db, ~11!
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where 2H is the height of the cylinder andR is the radius of
the base. Finally, the Debye function is

f Debye~x!52
exp~2x!211x

x2
~12!

with x5Rg
2Q2 and radius of gyrationRg . We used the pa-

rameters 2H510.8 Å, R54.1 Å as inferred from the geo-
metrical parameters given in Ref. 16, andRg53.0 Å follow-
ing from a fit to the Debye function.

After the subtraction of the calculated,Q-independent
incoherent scattering and the slightly but significantly
Q-dependent coherent scattering fromh-decane andh-C10E4

in their deuterated environment, all corrected data show a
plateau in the high-Q region. The actual background levels
were obviously about a factor 2 higher, mainly due to the
effect of multiple incoherent scattering. We subtracted this
average value at highQ as an additional background.

4. Asymptotic behavior

The scattering intensity at large wave vectorsQ is well
known to be dominated by the contributions of the local
interface profile~Porod scattering!.34,16 Under bulk contrast,
the scattering intensity is given by

I ~Q!52p~r02rw!2
S

V
Q24 exp~2Q2S2!, ~13!

whereS/V is the amount of interface per unit volume andS
is the Gaussian roughness of the interface.S originates from
the assumption that the scattering-length density profile
changes smoothly across the interface, which may be ap-
proximated by an error-function shape. The convolution of a
step profile with a Gaussian in real space—which leads to
the error-function shape—leads to a multiplicative term
exp(2Q2S2) in reciprocal space. If the contrast is known
precisely, the specific surface,S/V, can be obtained directly
from the scattering intensities.

Under film contrast, only the surfactant sheets contribute
to the scattered intensity. We model the small-scale proper-
ties of this sheet structure by an ensemble of randomly ori-
ented discs of sizeL and the thicknesst. In this case, the
scattered intensity is35

I ~Q!5~r f2rw!2CpL2
D~QL/2!

QL/2

1

t S t
sinQt/2

Qt/2 D 2

3exp~2Q2S2!. ~14!

Here,C5t(S/V) describes the volume fraction of the sur-
factant located at the interface, and

D~x!5exp~2x2!E
0

x

dt exp~ t2! ~15!

is the Dawson function. The expressionD(QL/2)/(QL/2)
originates from the angular averaging of the disc orientation.
The last two terms are the form factor of a disc with smooth
edges, for wave vectors perpendicular to disc plane. In prac-
tice @sin(Qt/2)/(Qt/2)#2 exp(2Q2S2) may be replaced by

exp(2Q2teff
2 ) with teff5At2/121S2, inferring an approxi-

mately Gaussian surfactant density as shown in Ref. 36. At
largeQ, Eq. ~14! then takes the form

I ~Q!5~r f2rw!2C
2p

Q2
t exp~2Q2teff

2 !. ~16!

5. Double contrast variation

Polymer scattering may be observed, if the scattering
length densities of water, oil and surfactant are matched.
Then a single protonated chain in the deuterated environment
will give rise to the signal from the individual polymer
chains. Since very large intensity differences between the
scattering under bulk~order of magnitude 105 cm21), film
(102 cm21), and polymer contrast below (1 cm21) are ex-
pected in the investigated range of compositions, small errors
in the sample composition will already miss the zero match-
ing point between oil, water and surfactant in a way that the
unwanted scattering contributions dominate. Such errors
could also occur due to not precisely known degrees of deu-
teration or densities of the different components.

In order to avoid these difficulties, we performed a two-
dimensional contrast variation procedure around the theoret-
ical matching point. As a starting point three samples con-
taining pure D2O andd-decane with three different mixtures
of deuterated and a hydrogenated surfactant were prepared.
The overall sample composition was a total amphiphile vol-
ume fractionFg50.05 and a polymer fraction in the am-
phipile Fd50.096, resulting in a total polymer content~vol-
ume fraction! of 0.0045. As a polymer, a fully hydrogenated
PEP5–PEO15 diblock copolymer was used. For each sample
a series of studies with a stepwise reduction of the scattering
length density of the oil phase were performed by adding
minute amounts ofh-decane~between 6 and 15 mg!.

Though the volume of the sample was changed by each
addition of h-decane, the variation of volume fractions of
each component were less than 1 vol %. Therefore, possible
structural changes due to this effect could be ignored. The
addition ofh-decane was done with a microsyringe through
the tiny hole of the stopper of a cuvette and the mass of
additional h-decane was checked with a chemical balance.
Table IV shows the resulting sample compositions.

Figure 3 displays the scattering length density plane
(ro2rw vs r f2rw) where the symbols indicate the contrasts
chosen for the different experiments. For all 15 contrasts,
SANS experiments were performed covering aQ range of
0.0038,Q,0.2 Å21.

Figure 4 presents the obtained data sets for the three
contrast variation lines. Let us consider, e.g., the series 3H
which is closest to the total matching point of oil, water and
surfactant. The different intensities relate to the scattering
length densities displayed in Fig. 3 from top to bottom. The
uppermost data are dominated by the contrast between deu-
terated water and fully deuterated oil. There at lowQ the
bulk scattering prevails and the intensity increases by two
and one-half orders of magnitude from the intermediateQ
inflection point. The two intermediate data sets are obtained
close to the total matching point and reveal to a large extent
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the polymer scattering which we will discuss later. If we go
down further in scattering-length density of the oil, then
again the mismatch between water and oil increases and the
bulk scattering appears again.

The data sets displayed above were evaluated on the
basis of Eq.~3! under the assumption that all contrasts are
known from the sample preparation. Equation~3! contains
six unknowns and—with the use of the full experimental
data set—leads to an overdetermined set of 15 equations for
eachQ value. These equations were solved by singular-value
decomposition, which is equivalent to a least-square fit. In
order to improve further the stability of the solution, we in-
troduced the partial scattering functionsSoo(Q) andSf f(Q),
which are already known from the measurements under film
and bulk contrasts. Furthermore, we imposed the condition
So f(Q)521/2Sf f(Q), compare Eq.~7!.

In the next step, we refined the evaluation procedure
with respect to the precise location of the overall matching
point, a procedure that relies on the external conditions fix-
ing Soo , Sf f and So f . For this purpose we calculated the
total sum of errors of the backsubstituted solution as a func-
tion of the scattering contrastro–rw . This procedure leads
to a parabolic dependence onro–rw with a minimum yield-
ing the new matching point which shifts from 6.32 to 6.28,
less than a 1% correction. With this new matching point the
evaluation procedure was iterated yielding the final result.
The same procedure is, in principle, possible on ther f –rw

direction to determiner f . However, unfortunately, the mini-
mum of the least squares error signal as function ofr f –rw is
too shallow to reliably determine the matching point. This
property originates from low intensity of theSf f which is
between 2 and 3 orders of magnitude lower thanSoo . There-
fore it is more reliable to choose the result of1H-NMR mea-
surement which gives the degree of deuteration and the result
of density measurement to determiner f ~see Sec. II A and
Table II!. On the basis of the thus obtained partial structure
factors, we reconstructed the scattering intensities of the
three contrast variation lines by backsubstituting them into
Eq. ~4!. The reconstructed intensities are included in Fig. 4
as solid lines. A nearly perfect reconstruction is achieved.

This data evaluation procedure leads to the partial struc-
ture factorsSpp , Sf p andSop , see Figs. 5 and 6. While the
first two partial structure factors are not too sensitive to
slight variations of the oil, water and surfactant contrasts,
this is not the case for the polymer–oil interference term. Its
form depends crucially on the detailed position of the oil–
water matching point and we conclude that this particular
structure factor cannot be reliably derived from our experi-
ment.

III. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

A. Phase behavior

Several levels of theoretical modeling have been used to
understand the structure and phase behavior of
microemulsions,17 which range from microscopic lattice
models and Ginzburg–Landau theories to interfacial~or

TABLE IV. Composition of samples of the 2D contrast variation.

Initial composition
D2O/g d-decane/g h-C10E4/g d-C10E4/g Polymer/g

2Ha 1.3919 1.0649 0.0000 0.1272 0.0127
3Ha 1.5435 1.1817 0.0096 0.1307 0.0143
4Ha 1.4157 1.0826 0.0166 0.1108 0.0140

Addedh-decane and corresponding volume fractions of the components

Total addition of
h-decane/g FD2O Fd,h-decane Fd,h-C10E4

FPolymer

2Ha 0.0000 0.4712 0.4800 0.0443 0.0045
2Hb 0.0067 0.4696 0.4818 0.0441 0.0045
2Hc 0.0135 0.4679 0.4836 0.0439 0.0045
2Hd 0.0202 0.4663 0.4854 0.0438 0.0045
2He 0.0270 0.4647 0.4872 0.0436 0.0045
2Hf 0.0343 0.4630 0.4891 0.0435 0.0045

3Ha 0.0000 0.4714 0.4797 0.0443 0.0046
3Hc 0.0150 0.4681 0.4834 0.0440 0.0046
3Hd 0.0226 0.4664 0.4852 0.0438 0.0046
3He 0.0300 0.4648 0.4870 0.0437 0.0046
3Hf 0.0373 0.4633 0.4887 0.0435 0.0045

4Ha 0.0000 0.4713 0.4795 0.0442 0.0049
4Hc 0.0141 0.4680 0.4833 0.0439 0.0049
4Hd 0.0207 0.4664 0.4850 0.0437 0.0049
4Hf 0.0341 0.4633 0.4884 0.0434 0.0049

FIG. 3. Location of the samples used for the contrast matching experiment
in the scattering length density planerw ,r f .

FIG. 4. Scattering intensities obtained for the different contrasts around the
2D matching point. Uppermost curves are scaled by 1 each step down cor-
responds to an additional scaling factor of 0.05. The level marksa••• f
indicate the 0.005 cm21 level for each curve. The arrangement of the curves
corresponds to the 2D contrast field displayed in Fig. 3. Solid lines represent
the reconstructed intensities from the inferred partial scattering functions.
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membrane! models. In order to understand the effects of am-
phiphilic block copolymers on the phase behavior, mem-
brane models are most appropriate, in which oil and water
are considered as continuum liquids and the interface is
treated on a mesoscopic scale as a flexible sheet. For surfac-
tant films being a condensed two-dimensional liquid of mol-
ecules, the dominant energy is the bending or curvature en-
ergy of the monolayer which can be written as37,38

Hb5E dSFk2 ~c11c222c0!21k̄c1c2G . ~17!

Here, c1 and c2 are the principal curvatures—the inverse
principal radii of curvature—at each point of the monolayer,
andc0 is the spontaneous curvature. The bending rigidityk
describes the amount of energy necessary to change the
mean curvature away from the spontaneous curvature. The
saddle-splay modulusk̄ determines the energy cost to create
a saddle-type deformation.

Polymers anchored to membranes modify their curvature
elasticity. Two regimes have to be distinguished. In the
mushroom regime—at low polymer density on the
membrane—the polymer coils do not interact and fluctuate

independently. In this regime, each polymer modifies the
curvature elasticity on a membrane patch, the radius of
which is proportional to the end-to-end distance of the coil.
The effective bending rigidity and the effective saddle-splay
modulus therefore should dependlinearly on the grafting
density in this regime.39–41 At high grafting density, in the
brush regime, the polymers are stretched away from the
membrane due to the repulsive interaction with the neighbor-
ing chains. This increases the effect of the polymer on the
curvature elasticity, and the dependence on the grafting den-
sity is expected to become approximately cubic.39,42 The
crossover between these regimes, the overlap concentration,
occurs when the polymer coils just begin to touch, i.e., when
the distance between the anchoring points equals the end-to-
end distance.

The effect of polymer decoration on membrane elasticity
in the mushroom regime has already been calculated for
ideal chains~without self-avoidance! in Refs. 39–41. For a
number densitys of block copolymers within the mem-
brane, the effective curvature modulikeff andk̄eff—which do
not contain the renormalization effect due to thermal
undulations—can be written in the scaling form

keff~s!5k01
kBT

12 S 11
p

2 Ds~Rw
2 1Ro

2!, ~18!

k̄eff~s!5k̄02
kBT

6
s~Rw

2 1Ro
2!, ~19!

wherek0 and k̄0 are the bending moduli of the pure C10E4

membrane,Rw,o
2 is the mean squared end-to-end distance of

the hydrophilic~w! and hydrophobic~o! polymer block~as
homopolymers in bulk solution!, respectively. These results
require some discussion. It is important to note, that they are
obtained from a superposition of the effects of independent
chains under the assumption that the curvature is distributed
uniformly over the whole surface. This is only correct of
course, when the mushrooms just begin to overlap. For
smaller concentrations, the bending rigidity of the membrane
is inhomogeneous. It is well known that two-component
mixtures of surfactants or lipids with different spontaneous
curvatures but equal bending rigidities actually have a lower
effective rigidity than the pure membranes of each
component.43,44 Thus, the bending rigidity in general is a
rather complicated function of polymer concentration. In our
case, in which we concentrate on the dependence of the fish
tail point on the polymer concentration, the spontaneous cur-
vature vanishes, because the microemulsion phase in coex-
istence with oil- and water-excess phases contains equal
amounts of oil and water. Microscopically, the spontaneous
curvatures of the surfactant film and of the polymer just can-
cel at this point, so that even for very asymmetric polymers
the spontaneous curvature of the decorated membrane disap-
pears at this point. In this case we can expect Eqs.~18! and
~19! to be good approximations also below the overlap con-
centrations* 51/max(Ro

2 ,Rw
2 ). In particular, because poly-

mers evolve on both sides of the membrane, the local
deformation45 of the membrane near the anchoring points of
the polymer is negligibly small.

FIG. 5. Partial scattering functionsSii (Q) derived from the data shown in
Fig. 4.

FIG. 6. Partial scattering functionsSi j (Q) ~cross terms! derived from the
data shown in Fig. 4.
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Finally, the anchored polymers could also change the
direct interaction of neighboring membranes. This would
lead to a steric repulsion due to the confinement of the poly-
mer chains. In the lamellar phase, such an effect has indeed
been observed in Ref. 46; near the overlap concentration, it
leads to an increase of the effective membrane thickness by
the sum of the radii of gyration,Rg , of the two blocks. Note
that the end-to-end distance, which appears in Eqs.~18! and
~19! is A6Rg . Therefore, the increase of the effective mem-
brane thickness should be a minor effect, since the radius of
gyration of the polymer coils is somewhat smaller than the
size of the oil and water domains already for the system
without polymer, and is much smaller near the overlap con-
centrations. For example, for C10E4, the domain size is about
150 Å without polymer, which increases to about 500 Å
near the overlap concentration;1 this length has to be com-
pared with a radius of gyration of about 60 Å for each block
of the longest block copolymer~PEP22–PEO22! we con-
sider.

The phase behavior of an ensemble of interfaces which
are modeled as elastic sheets controlled by the curvature en-
ergy has been studied intensively in recent years.17,23,24,47–49

In particular, it has been argued23,24 that the lamellar phase
can only be stable with respect to a proliferation of topologi-
cal defects, which are passages between neighboring oil or
water layers for membrane volume fractionC larger than

C>C* expS 2p

a2

k̄

kBT
D , ~20!

wherea255/3, andC* is a constant of the order unity. The
form of the instability described by Eq.~20! arises from the
effect of thermal short-wavelength fluctuations on the bend-
ing moduli k and k̄ on larger length scales. Monte Carlo
simulations of randomly triangulated surfaces nicely confirm
this picture.25 Furthermore, the simulations show that the mi-
croemulsion coexists with excess oil and water phases along
a line which runs almost parallel to the instability line of Eq.
~20!. A similar result has been obtained in a calculation,23 in
which the free energy of the lamellar phase was approxi-
mated by Helfrich’s steric confinement expression, and the
free energy of the microemulsion phase by the free energy
of a minimal surface ~of vanishing mean curvature!

with a renormalized saddle splay modulusk̄R5k̄
2(5/6p)kBT ln(C).50 Combining the results of Eq.~19! and
~20! @with k̄ replaced byk̄eff in Eq. ~20!#, we arrive at the
expression

C>C0 exp@2Js~Rw
2 1Ro

2!# ~21!

for the dependence of the amphiphile volume fraction of the
microemulsion at the optimal~fish-tail! point on the polymer
concentration, where

J5p/5 ~22!

andC0 is the optimal membrane volume fraction of the pure
system.

Another interesting quantity, which has been introduced
in Ref. 1, is the polymer fraction,Fd,1/2, at the point where
the amount of surfactant at three-phase coexistence has been

reduced by a factor 2.Fd,1/2 characterizes the efficiency in-
crease due to the addition of block copolymer to a ternary
microemulsion. Our result, Eq.~21!, for the dependence of
the phase boundary on the polymer density,s, on the mem-
brane implies that this occurs at

Js1/2~Rw
2 1Ro

2!5 ln 2. ~23!

Now, the polymer grafting densitys is related to the volume
fraction Fd of polymer in the mixture of both amphiphiles
by

s5rpolymertNAMw
21 Fd

12Fd
~24!

as long as the polymer itself has a negligible contribution to
the membrane area. In Eq.~24! t is the membrane thickness,
Mw the molecular weight of the whole chain, andNA the
Avogadro number. Now,Mw;(No1Nw), whereNo andNw

are the polymerization indices of the hydrophobic and hydro-
philic blocks, respectively. With the usual scaling

Ro,w5ao,wNo,w
n ~25!

with n.3/5 for good solvents andao,w the effective bond
lengths of the oil or water soluble polymer blocks, we arrive
at

Fd,1/2}
No1Nw

ao
2No

2n1aw
2 Nw

2n
. ~26!

For symmetric diblocks, whereNo5Nw[N/2, Eq. ~26! im-
plies, in particular

Fd,1/2}N122n5N21/5. ~27!

Therefore, the polymer content, which is required for a given
reduction in surfactant concentration, decreases with increas-
ing polymer chain length. Note that this argument is only
valid as long as the chains are short enough so that polymers
of neighboring membranes have little or no overlap.

B. Theoretical results for the scattering function

1. Bulk and film scattering: Ginzburg –Landau
approach

Ginzburg–Landau theories are widely used to describe
the thermal behavior near critical points. They also have
been applied to ternary microemulsions.17 In order to de-
scribe both the oil–water as well as the surfactant–surfactant
correlation functions, two scalar order parametersf(r ) and
w(r ) are needed.f(r ) is identified with the local concentra-
tion difference between oil and water whereasw(r ) de-
scribes the local amphiphile concentration relative to the av-
erage concentrationw̄. Roux et al.18,19 as well as Gompper
and Schick20 calculated the static structure factors due to
thermal fluctuations on the basis of such Ginzburg–Landau
models. The main difference between these two models is
the correlation function̂f(r )f(r 8)&, which is assumed to
decay monotonically in Refs. 18 and 19, and to decay with
damped oscillations in Ref. 20. We follow here the latter
approach, which starts from a free-energy functional,

F$f,w%5F0$f%1F1$w%1F int$f,w%. ~28!
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Here, F0 is the well-known Teubner–Strey free-energy
functional,12,17

F0$f%5E d3r @c~¹2f!21g0~¹f!1v2f2#. ~29!

F1 describes the surfactant molecules, which are solubilized
in a homogeneous oil or water phase. Their free energy can
be modeled by

F1$w%5E d3r @a~¹w!21bw2#. ~30!

Finally, F int describes the interaction between the two order
parameters,

F int$f,w%5E d3r w@g̃1f21~2g̃21g̃3!~¹2f!f

12g̃2~¹f!2#. ~31!

F int has the property of a local chemical potential acting on
w, resulting from the fluctuations off. The role of the dif-
ferent contributions inF int may be visualized schematically
in Fig. 7. The solid curvef2 depicts the contribution of the
first term. If g̃1.0 then this term will favor smaller than
average amphiphile concentration in the bulk phases. The
dashed–dotted line (¹2f)f relates to the contribution of the
second term. Provided that the coefficients in front are nega-
tive, this contribution will induce smaller than average am-
phiphile concentrations on both sides of the interface. Fi-
nally, the third term, which is depicted by a dashed line
(¹f)2 in Fig. 7, will enhance the amphiphile concentration
in the interface ifg̃2,0.

F0 alone leads to the well-known Teubner–Strey cross
section12 for microemulsions under bulk contrast

S~Q!5
8pFoFw /j

~k21j22!222~k22j22!Q21Q4
~32!

with k52p/d. The scattering intensity~32! is characterized
by a pronounced maximum at wave vector (k22j22)1/2.

Here,d is the average repeat distance of the water domains
and j the correlation length. This can be seen most easily
from the real-space correlation function,

Gff
0 ~r !5A exp@2r /j#

sin~kr !

kr
~33!

with A5FoFw , which is obtained from Eq.~32! by Fourier
transformation.

Similarly, the real-space correlation function for the bulk
surfactant reduces to an exponential correlationGww

0 (r )
}e2r /jw with jw

25a/b. The effect of the fluctuations of the
order parameterf(r ) on Gww was calculated by an expan-
sion in the interactionF int to second order in the couplings.20

The result of this calculation has the form

Gww~Q!5Gww
0 ~Q!1Gww

0 ~Q!GS Qj,
2p

d
j DGww

0 ~Q!.

~34!

The vertex functionG(x,y), a somewhat lengthy expression,
is given by Eq.~B8! of Appendix B.

2. Microscopic models of the interaction constants in
Ginzburg –Landau theories

The dependence of the coupling constantsg̃1 , g̃2, and
g̃3 on experimental variables like chain length and volume
fraction of the block copolymer cannot be understood on the
level of the Ginzburg–Landau theory. This requires a more
microscopic description of amphiphile self-assembly.

Three-component mixtures can be described in a lattice
model by a spinsiP$0,61% at each lattice sitei. If we assign
si50 to sites occupied by surfactant molecules, and
si511 andsi521 to sites occupied by water and oil mol-
ecules, respectively, then the amphiphilic character of a sur-
factant molecule can be captured by a 3-spin interaction17,33

Hamph5
W

2 (
i

(
d

si 2d~12si
2!si 1d , ~35!

where the second sum runs over all basic lattice vectors from
site i to its nearest neighbor sites. In the mean-field approxi-
mation, the continuum limit can be made under the assump-
tion that^si& is a slowly varying function;̂si 6d& can then be
expanded in a Taylor series, which gives

Hamph5
W

d3E d3r w~r !@3f~r !22d2~¹f~r !!2

1d2f~r !¹2f~r !#, ~36!

where f(r )5^si& and w(r )512^si
2&. A comparison with

the Ginzburg–Landau model~31! implies

g̃3

g̃2

524. ~37!

Other 3-spin interactions, where the three interacting lattice
sites do not lie on a straight line, could also be included in
the model. In this case, the ratiog̃3 /g̃2 is again negative, but
now depends on the ratio of the coupling constantsW of the

FIG. 7. Sketch explaining the role of the three interaction contributions
V@f# in the Ginzburg–Landau energy term describing the interaction of the
oil/water volume fractionf and the amphiphile fractionw according to Eq.
~31!. The dotted line is the assumed shape off(z), z being the coordinate
perpendicular to the interface.
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different interactions. We conclude that the lattice model re-
sults imply thatg̃3 /g̃2 should be a negative constant.

The results of the fits of Eq.~34! ~see Sec. IV C below!
to the experimental data is consistent with a constant, nega-
tive value of g̃3 /g̃2, as predicted by Eq.~37!. The fit also
indicates an increase of the absolute values of the coupling
parametersg̃1 and g̃3 with increasing polymer volume frac-
tion.

A theoretical understanding of this effect could be pro-
vided by models, which are similar to those employed for
ternary mixtures of A-homopolymers of lengthNA ,
B-homopolymers of lengthNB, and diblock copolymers of
length NAB . Such a model for ternary copolymer mixtures
has been studied in Ref. 51 for the special caseNA5NB

5NAB[N. Although the behavior of this system of equal
length polymers is quantitatively certainly quite different
from our system of long polymer chains in a short-chain
solvent, and also does not contain the dilution effect in the
interface due to the surfactant, we believe that we can nev-
ertheless make some qualitative comparison. A Ginzburg–
Landau model of the form of Eq.~56! has been derived in
Ref. 51, with the result

g̃15
1

~12Fp!2
, ~38!

where Fp is the average volume fraction of the block co-
polymer. Coupling terms with spatial gradients have not
been considered, so that no expressions forg̃2 and g̃3 are
available so far. However, we expect a similar behavior for
g̃2 and g̃3 as predicted forg̃1 in Eq. ~38!, since all three
interactions have physically the same effect of attracting the
amphiphile to the oil–water interface.

The limiting volume fraction is unity in a ternary mix-
ture of diblock copolymers with two homopolymers. Our
system, however, is more complicated. The new feature in
the mixture of surfactants and amphiphilic block copolymers
is the existence of an overlap concentrationFd* . Thus, a
dependence ofg̃1 as described by Eq.~38! should apply
above the overlap concentration. In the mushroom regime, a
similar behavior can be expected, but now of the form

g̃1;
1

~Fd* 2Fd!2
. ~39!

3. Bulk and film scattering: Gaussian-random-field
model

Berk,52,53 Teubner,54 Pieruschka and Marcelja,55 and
Pieruschka and Safran21,22 have suggested to model the in-
terfaces in microemulsions as level surfaces of Gaussian ran-
dom fields. This approach is most useful and predictive,
when the Gaussian model of random interfaces is related to
the statistical mechanics of microemulsions by a variational
approximation.21,22 Starting point is a Gaussian free-energy
functional

H0@f#5E d3q n~q!21f~q!f~2q! ~40!

very similar to the Ginzburg–Landau free-energy functional
~29!. However, the spectral densityn(q) in the functional
~40! is now determined by the requirement that thef(r )
50 level surfaces mimic the behavior of interfaces con-
trolled by the curvature Hamiltonian~17! as well as possible.
With such a variational approach, Pieruschka and Safran21

have been able to relate the parameters in the bulk scattering
intensity to the curvature elastic modulik and k̄.

The film correlation function,gf f(r ), can also be calcu-
lated for the Gaussian-random-field model. It is found in Ref.
22 to be approximated very well for larger by

gf f~r !'gf f
(`)~r !

[~S/V!21
2

p2 Ftg~r !22
2

3
g8~r !21

1

9t
g9~r !2G ,

~41!

where22,54

t5
^k2&

3
5S p

2 D 2S S

VD 2

~42!

and S/V is the amount of interface per unit volume. Here,
g(r ) is the bulk correlation function,

g~r !5
aj

8p
exp@2r /j#

sin~kr !

kr
, ~43!

where

a5a0

kBT

k

S

V
, with a05

15p2

16
~44!

which is obtained by a Fourier transformation from the spec-
tral density

n~q!5
a

q42bq21c
. ~45!

The coefficientsb andc in Eq. ~45! have been calculated in
an expansion in Refs. 21 and 22. It is not too difficult to find
also an exact solution, which reads

b52ez1
p2

4
e2, ~46!

c5Fez1
p2

4
e2G2

~47!

with

e5
15

32

S

V

kBT

k
, z5

8p2

5

S

V

k

kBT
2L, ~48!

whereL is a high wave-number cutoff, which is contained
implicitly in the definition of the Gaussian free-energy func-
tional, Eq.~40!, and which is proportional to the inverse size
of a surfactant molecule. This implies for the characteristic
wave vectork and the correlation lengthj

k5F3p2

16
e21ezG1/2

, ~49!
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j5
4

p
e21. ~50!

For sufficiently largek, these results reduce to

b5
3

2
p2S S

VD 2

, c5S 3p2

4 D 2S S

VD 4

, ~51!

and

kj5
64

5A3

k

kBT
. ~52!

For smallr, on the other hand, Porod’s law requires56

gf f~r !5gf f
(0)~r ![

S

V

1

2r
. ~53!

We combine these two asymptotic results by assuming that
the short-range correlation given by Eq.~53! decay exponen-
tially on a length scale which is proportional to the domain
size,d52p/k, i.e., we approximate the full film correlation
function by

gf f~r !5gf f
(0)~r !exp~2mkr !1gf f

(`)~r !, ~54!

wherem is a constant of order unity.
The calculation of the Fourier transform of Eqs.~41! and

~54! can be performed without any further approximations.
The result of this tedious but rather straightforward calcula-
tion is

Sf f
(`)~Q!5

1

8p3

a2j

k2 F ~tj2!I 1~Qj,kj!2
2

3
I 2~Qj,kj!

1
1

9tj2
I 3~Qj,kj!G , ~55!

whereI 1•••I 3 are given in Appendix B. The full scattering
function is then given by

Sf f~Q!5Sf f
(`)~Q!14p

S

2V

j2

~Qj!21m2~kj!2
. ~56!

The generic shape ofSf f(Q) is a 1/Q behavior for smallQ
~but not too small, so thatQj.1), followed by a peak or
shoulder atQ52k, and a 1/Q2 decay for largeQ. By con-
struction, our result~56! reproduces the exact asymptotic
scattering intensities for both small and largeQ. The inten-
sity in the vicinity of the peak or shoulder is, strictly speak-
ing, beyond the validity of the approximation~56!, but cap-
tures the main features of the scattering intensity calculated
with the ~numerically! exact expression forgf f(r ).22 The
approximation~56! has the enormous advantage that it can
easily be fitted to experimental data, as will be shown in Sec.
IV D below. From such fits we find that

m51 ~57!

works very well; this is the value ofm we use throughout
this paper.

4. Polymer-film scattering

Let us assume that the amphiphilic polymer is tethered
to the surfactant layer with the hydrophilic PEO part in the

water and the hydrophobic PEP part in the oil phase. Figure
8 displays schematically the tethered polymer and its average
perpendicular density profile at the interface. For ideal
chains, the monomer density,fp(z), of polymers anchored
to a planar wall located atz50 has been calculated exactly
in Ref. 57, this situation is illustrated in Fig. 8. In the so-
called mushroom regime, it is given by

fp~z!5
A6p

Re
FerfcS 1

2
A6

z

Re
D2erfcSA6

z

Re
D G ~58!

as a function of the distancez from the wall, whereRe is the
end-to-end distance of a free polymer chain, and erfc(x) is
the complement of the error function. The real end-to-end
distance of an anchored polymer is of course larger thanRe .
For ideal chains, the average end-to-end distanceparallel to
the wall is the same as in bulk solution, whereas the an-
chored polymers are more extended by a factorA2 perpen-
dicular to the wall.57 The amplitude in Eq.~58! is defined by
the normalization*0

`fp(z)dz51. The monomer density
vanishes at the wall, has a maximum atz/Re54 ln 2/(3A6)
50.377 and decays exponentially forz@Re .

The polymer scattering amplitude is obtained from the
one-dimensional Fourier transform of the symmetrized den-
sity profile. Due to the simple analytical form offp(z), this
can also be calculated exactly. Thereby we find

P~QRe!5
2A6

QRe
FDS QRe

A6
D 2DS QRe

2A6
D G , ~59!

whereD(x) is Dawson’s integral, see Eq.~15!.
The partial structure factorSf p(Q), the interference term

between polymer and film scattering, follows from the prod-
uct of the corresponding scattering amplitudes. For an asym-
metric PEP–PEO block copolymer with a relative PEP vol-
ume fractionf the normalized scattering amplitude from the
polymer density is obtained by the~symmetrized! Fourier
transformation P(QRe) of the monomer-density profile,
given in Eq.~59!,

Ap
z~Q!5 f P~QRo!1~12 f !P~QRw!. ~60!

FIG. 8. Schematic picture of the two-sided polymer mushrooms tethered to
the amphiphile layer and the corresponding projected densities. For a better
graphical representation several polymeric coils have been superimposed.
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For a locally flat film of thicknesst, the corresponding am-
plitude isAf5sin(Qt/2)/(Qt/2). In order to arrive atSf p(Q),
the productAf(Q)Ap(Q) has to be orientationally averaged
over all surface directions within the microemulsion leading
to a 1/Q2 factor in the high-Q regime similar to Eq.~16!.

In the asymptoticQ regime of film scatteringSf f(Q)
described by Eq.~16!, but at not too largeQ so thatAf.1,
Sf p(Q) mirrors directly the ~symmetrized! perpendicular
polymer density profile

Sf p~Q!.
1

Q2
Ap

z~Q!. ~61!

5. Polymer scattering

The scattering contributions from the tethered polymers
may be separated into two parts,~i! the scattering from the
average density profilefp(z) and ~ii ! the diffuse scattering
from the correlations of monomers within the chain and pos-
sibly among different chains in lateral direction. For infinite
planar surfaces, this would be all. For a bicontinuous phase
with locally varying curvature, we have to consider further
the correlations of the polymers mediated by the tethering to
the surfactant film.

The polymer–polymer partial structure factorSpp(Q),
which arises from the polymer-decorated surfactant layer,
may be written as

Spp~Q!5NSf f~Q! $Ap
z~Q!%21S̃pp~Q!. ~62!

The first term describes the scattering from the surfactant
film Sf f(Q) with a normalization factorN related to the
decoration density. The polymer density profile gives rise to
a form factor$Ap

z(Q)%2, which is the square of the respective
scattering amplitude.S̃pp(Q) results from the monomer-
density fluctuations discussed above.

In order to illustrate this point, we take the scattering
from an ideal coil as an example. In this case,S̃pp arises
from the difference between the Debye function, Eq.~12!,
which includes all correlations, and the Guinier function
exp(2Q2Rg

2/3), which is proportional to the squared Fourier
transform of the average density profile within the coil with
the radius of gyrationRg .

The proper normalization of Eq.~62! may be inferred as
follows. Since the monomer density has been normalized in
Sec. III B 4 to the number of polymers,*dzfp(z)51, we
have limQ→0 Ap

z(Q)51, so thatAp
z(Q) just describes the

form factor of the polymer layer.Sf f(Q) denotes the scatter-
ing from a surfactant layer with an area density proportional
to Fg /S. Condensing the polymer~visible only under poly-
mer contrast! into that interface yields an area density pro-
portional toFdFg /S. Multiplication of Sf f(Q) with Ap

z(Q)2

accounts for the larger extension of the polymer layer com-
pared to the pure amphiphile film. Note, however, that the
low-Q intensity remains unchanged by this ‘‘swelling.’’ In
real space this multiplication relates to a convolution. The
remaining normalization is just the square of the ‘‘dilution
factor’’ given by the relative amount of polymer in the sur-
factantN5Fd

2.1022.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Phase diagrams

For a variety of polymer-in-amphiphile volume fractions
Fd and molecular weights of the diblock copolymers, the
phase diagrams around the fish-tail point in the one-phase
region were studied. Figure 2 displays results for different
polymer contents in a symmetric C10E4 decane/water micro-
emulsion. The fish-tail point without the polymer is observed
at Fg

(0)50.121, a value which decreases dramatically by
adding the PEP10–PEO10 diblock copolymer, e.g., forFd

50.096,Fg50.041 is found at the fish-tail point.
All results for the fish-tail or optimal point and for vari-

ous polymer sizes are compiled in Table V. There, for equal
volume fractions of oil and water,Fg and Fd are given
together with the size of the block copolymer used.

These results allow for an experimental test of Eq.~21!,
which predicts an exponential relation between the position
of the optimal point and the saddle-splay modulusk̄. Equa-
tion ~21! together with Eq.~19! relates the change ink̄ in-
duced by the anchored polymer to the number density of the
polymer in the surface and the end-to-end distancesRw

2 and
Ro

2 on the water and the oil side, respectively. Figure 9 dis-
plays a logarithmic plot of the membrane volume fractionC
at the optimal point vss(Rw

2 1Ro
2). The data for the PEP–

PEO block copolymers with four different chain lengths fall
onto a single straight line confirming thereby the scaling
form of Eq.~21!. This result provides evidence that the effect
of the polymer is indeed to modify the saddle-splay modulus
of the membrane. The slope is found to be

J51.5460.05 ~63!

roughly twice as large as the theoretical estimate. SinceJ
5p/5 for ideal chains, we may infer that self-avoiding
chains appear to have a more pronounced effect on the
saddle-splay modulus than the ideal chains. Figure 9 also
shows that the highest polymer number densities are already
quite close to the overlap concentration which is located at
s(Rw

2 1Ro
2) between 1 and 2. The limiting cases correspond

TABLE V. Surfactant/polymer relative amounts at the fish-tail points.Fd ,
volume fraction of polymer in total amphiphile;C, membrane volume frac-
tion; Fg , total amphiphile volume fraction.

Polymer Fd C Fg

- 0.0000 0.1139 0.1207
PEP1–PEO1 0.0191 0.1060 0.1151
PEP1–PEO1 0.0492 0.0741 0.0854
PEP1–PEO1 0.0781 0.0554 0.0679
PEP5–PEO5 0.0142 0.0901 0.0985
PEP5–PEO5 0.0477 0.0646 0.0754
PEP5–PEO5 0.1148 0.0164 0.0270
PEP10–PEO10 0.0138 0.0929 0.1013
PEP10–PEO10 0.0477 0.0567 0.0671
PEP10–PEO10 0.0961 0.0292 0.0406
PEP22–PEO22 0.0054 0.1039 0.1114
PEP22–PEO22 0.0145 0.0882 0.0967
PEP22–PEO22 0.0289 0.0733 0.0828
PEP22–PEO22 0.0571 0.0439 0.0543
PEP22–PEO22 0.1000 0.0168 0.0270
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to strongly asymmetric and symmetric block copolymers, re-
spectively. At the overlap point it is expected that Eqs.~18!
and ~19! cease to be valid because the brush regime is en-
tered.

Figure 10 displays the dependence ofFd,1/2 on
Mw /(Ro

21Rw
2 ) for which a linear relation follows directly

from a combination of Eqs.~23! and~24!. With the assump-
tion of such a linear dependence a slope—from the line
through the data—ofJ51.5160.15 is obtained, which is
very close to, but less accurate than that inferred from the
data in Fig. 9.

B. Results under bulk contrast

SANS data under bulk contrast have been taken on five
different samples of symmetric D2O/h-decane mixtures con-
taining different amounts of surfactant and polymer such that
always the fish-tail point was realized~samples 15 to 19
from Table III!. Figure 11 displays the synopsis of the SANS
data. All structure factors are characterized by a plateau at
low Q, a peak at intermediateQ and aQ24 high-Q flank.
With decreasing overall surfactant volume fraction—made

accessible by increasing the polymer concentrationFd—the
scattering curves are displaced to lowerQ and at the same
time gain intensity. Furthermore, the peak appears to
sharpen. The data immediately reveal an increasing domain
size d.2p/Qmax with increasing polymer volume fraction.
The SANS data were fitted with Eq.~32! extracting thereby
both the domain sized as well as the correlation lengthj.
The results are listed in Table VI.

Figure 12 presents a plot of the domain size vs the cor-
relation length. While for a large number of microemulsions
without polymers, experimentally a valued/j.2 is found,
adding polymer leads to a gradual decrease of this ratio
which assumes a value around 1.8 for larger polymer volume
fractions. This decrease indicates that the addition of poly-
mer leads to a gradual ordering of the domains.

In order to obtain information about the membrane,
Fig. 13 presents Porod plots of the measured intensities
(ln@I(Q)Q4# vs Q2) displaying the asymptotic regime as de-
scribed by Eq.~13!. From fitting the data in the asymptotic
regime of these plots, both the specific interface areaS/V as
well as the interface roughnessS may be determined. The

TABLE VI. Fit parameters of Ginzburg–Landau theory. The values ofd,
respectively k, have been determined by interpolation of results from
Teubner–Strey fits@to Eq.~32!# of bulk contrast data and were kept fixed in
the film contrast fits.

Run No. j Å d Å k52p/d (Å21) jw (Å) g̃1 g̃3 /g̃2 g̃33103

Sample 20 165 323 0.0194 8.5 0.07422.15 0.36
Sample 21 227 439 0.0143 12.7 0.07022.32 0.50
Sample 23 375 676 0.0093 18.0 0.15622.44 1.83
Sample 24 451 805 0.0078 22.1 0.37922.60 6.64

FIG. 9. Logarithm of the membrane volume fraction at the fish tail point as
a function of polymer surface coverage. Full circle, no polymer; open
circles, PEP1–PEO1; triangles, PEP5–PEO5; squares, PEP10–PEO10; and
diamonds, PEP22–PEO22. A linear relation is observed as predicted by Eq.
~21!.

FIG. 10. Fd,1/2 , the amount of polymer—corrected for surfactant
solubility—in the surfactant layer that is needed to decrease the necessary
amount of surfactant by a factor of 2 as a function of the effective surface
density of a pair of block copolymer coils. The relation may be inferred
from Eqs.~23! and~24!. Due to the difficulty of the determination ofFd,1/2

by visual detection of the phase transition the points are somewhat scattered.

FIG. 11. Bulk contrast SANS data from bicontinuous microemulsion phases
close to the fish-tail point~samples 15•••19!. The curves correspond to
different polymer content in the surfactantFd and as a consequence differ-
ent decreasing total surfactant contentFg . From above the values are
(Fg ,Fd)5~0.045, 0.101!; ~0.060, 0.070!; ~0.072, 0.048!; ~0.100, 0.023!;
and ~0.133, 0.000!. The curves are separated from each other by a shift
factor of 5, the intensity scale applies directly to the uppermost curve. Sym-
bols indicate the data, solid lines indicate fits with the Teubner–Strey form.
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lines in Fig. 13 correspond to the fits, the jumps at change of
detector distance are due to resolution effects. For a quanti-
tative evaluation ofS/V it is necessary to know precisely the
contrast (ro2rw). The roughnessS is obtained from the
slope of the asymptotes, the specific interface areaS/V is
evaluated from the absolute value of the prefactor.S/V de-
creases with increasing polymer volume fraction andS
amounts to approximately 260.3 Å for all samples.

To avoid uncertainties in the range of several percent
that may be caused by the errors involved in the absolute
calibration of the SANS instruments, for the Porod analysis
the corresponding contrast~intensity! factor has been deter-
mined by the following procedure. For isotropically disor-
dered two-component systems, the scattering contrast may
be calculated by an integration over the measured intensities

E
0

`

I ~Q!Q2 dQ5FdFh~rd2rh!2, ~64!

whereFd andFh denote the volume fractions of the hydro-
genated and deuterated components andrd,h their scattering
length densities, respectively. Table VII includes the experi-
mental results following from the integration, Eq.~64!, as
well as theoretical expectations according to the right-hand
side of Eq.~32!. As may be seen both numbers agree better
than within 10%. With the contrasts inferred from Eq.~64!

which automatically also contain a calibration correction, in
place, now the specific interface area may be evaluated from
Eq. ~13! with an accuracy between 2% and 6%. The resulting
values are quoted in Table VII. Figure 14 displays the spe-
cific interface area as a function of surfactant volume frac-
tion Fg(12Fd)—the polymer content which is included in
the total surfactant volume fraction has been taken out be-
cause the polymer is not supposed to contribute significantly
to the membrane area. A linear relationship is found which
extrapolates toS/V50 for Fg50.0068. Considering the
solubility of 0.02 mass fraction of the surfactant in oil and
0.002 in water, the experimental value agrees very well with
a total added surfactant plus polymer volume fractionFg

50.0075 which would be expected from these solubilities to
stay in the bulk oil~water! phases and therefore does not
contribute to the interface area. Finally, with the result of
Fig. 14 and the surfactant density ofrs

m50.97 g/cm3 the
thickness of the surfactant layer, may be calculated to
t5Fg(S/V)51260.2 Å, slightly less than the length of
16 Å of a straightened C10E4 molecule.

C. Results under film contrast

In order to study the relation between the film and the
bulk scattering as discussed in the theoretical section, we
prepared a series of microemulsions under film contrast with
compositions as close as possible to those investigated under
bulk contrast~see Table III!. Since all microemulsions were
studied close to the fish-tail point, increasing the polymer
volume fraction leads to a reduction of the overall surfactant
concentrationFg because the fish tail is shifting. Figure 15
displays experimental results obtained for different polymer
surfactant compositions. The data traces are composed by a
low-Q plateau, which crosses over to a high-Q asymptotic
1/Q2 behavior as discussed in Sec. III. With increasing poly-
mer concentration, the knee which is the crossover from the
low to the high-Q regime shifts towards lowerQ in accor-
dance with what is seen for the bulk data.

The experimental results were fitted with both the
Ginzburg–Landau approach as well as the random interface
model. In each case, the structural lengthsd and j which
were already obtained from the bulk-contrast samples were
fixed—the actually used values ofd and j for film contrast
were found by interpolation in order to correct for the small

FIG. 12. Domain sized vs correlation lengthj.

FIG. 13. Porod plot of the data shown in Fig. 11. The dependence of the
surface-to-volume ratioS/V from the surfactant contentFg is clearly vis-
ible. The interface ‘‘roughness’’ gives rise to the slope of the lines repre-
senting Eq.~13! and amounts to about 2 Å. The incoherent background has
been determined by fitting including the high-Q asymptotically constant
level and has been subtracted. The jump in the data and fitted curves at
detector distance changes results from the difference in resolution.

FIG. 14. Specific membrane areaS/V corresponding to the fit results shown
in Fig. 13 as determined by the Porod analysis as function of the surfactant
volume fractionFg(12Fd).
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discrepancies in composition. The dashed lines in Fig. 15
display the result of a fit with the Ginzburg–Landau ap-
proach of Ref. 58. As may be seen, in general a very good
agreement between theory and experiment has been ob-
tained. The resulting parameters are presented in Table VI.
They display a systematic variation with polymer content,
which can be compared with the prediction of the lattice
model, described in Sec. III B 2. There a relation ofg̃3 /g̃2

524 was predicted, about twice as large as the experimen-
tal value. The fits yield a tendency ofg̃1 to increase with the
polymer contentFd in the amphiphile, in qualitative agree-
ment with Eq.~39!.

In order to fit the film-scattering data to the Gaussian-
random-field result~compare Sec. III B 3!, we modify Eq.
~55! slightly to include the form factorP(Q) of the am-
phiphile film, so that

I ~Q!5a1

j

k2 F ~tj2!I 12
2

3
I 21

1

9tj2
I 3G

1a2H j2

~Qj!21m2~kj!2J P~Q!, ~65!

whereI 1•••I 3 are given in Appendix B and

P~Q!5S sin~Qt/2!

Qt/2 D 2

exp~2S2Q2!. ~66!

With that the amplitudes in the above expression may be
rewritten as

a15
a0

2

8p3 S kBT

k D 2S S

V
t D 2

Dr2 ~67!

and

a252p
S

V
t2Dr2, ~68!

where t relates to the molecular length (t511– 12 Å) and
Dr is the surfactant-solvent scattering length density differ-
ence. A value ofDr56.3931010 cm22 is used throughout
the current analysis. The resultingS.1.1 Å is a measure of
the roughness of the interfaces due to protrusion of the sur-
factant molecules on atomic scales. This is somewhat smaller
thanS.2 inferred from the Porod analysis. However, both
values indicate a locally very smooth interface.

Figure 15 presents the comparison of the film-contrast
data with the Gaussian-random-field results~solid lines! as
expressed by Eq.~65!. Table VIII contains the results for the
fitting parameters (t, a1 , a2 , S) for the Gaussian random
field model and (a, jw , g̃1 , g̃2 , g̃3) for the Ginzburg–
Landau model fits, for which the range was limited toqmax

,432p/d. Both a1 anda2 display the dependencies on the
membrane volume fractionC5t(S/V) predicted by Eqs.

TABLE VII. Data on contrastŝh2&5FhFd(rh2rd)2, the structural lengths,d and j, the specific interface
areaS/V and interface roughnessS.

TS Porod

^h2&cal /cm24 ^h2&/cm24 d/Å j/Å ^h2&/cm24 S/V/Å21 S/Å

Sample 15 10.66231020 10.21931020 314 162 11.65231020 0.010 24 1.9
Sample 16 10.83031020 9.65531020 436 229 11.95131020 0.007 59 2.0
Sample 17 11.00931020 9.89231020 629 350 12.07731020 0.005 03 1.7
Sample 18 11.07131020 9.92531020 755 432 12.92131020 0.004 25 1.7
Sample 19 11.15331020 10.18631020 1003 553 13.38231020 0.003 22 1.8

TABLE VIII. Fit parameters of Gaussian random field theory.

Run No.
t

31012 (cm22)
a1 /C2

31022 (cm21)
a2 /C

~cm21! k/kBT k0 /kBT

Sample 20 0.661 0.287 0.131 0.70 1.20
Sample 21 0.355 0.303 0.135 0.66 1.24
Sample 23 0.168 0.334 0.143 0.60 1.30
Sample 24 0.156 0.332 0.146 0.58 1.33

FIG. 15. SANS data obtained under film-contrast and fits. Open symbols are
the experimental points, ~a! C10E41PEP10–PEO10 (Fd50); ~b!
C10E41PEP10–PEO10 (Fd50.032); ~c! C10E41PEP10–PEO10 (Fd

50.083); and~d! C10E41PEP10–PEO10 (Fd50.110). The intensity scale
applies directly to~a!. ~b!–~c! are successively shifted by a factor of 0.3.
Solid lines correspond to fits with the Gaussian random field expression,
Eq. ~65!, dashed lines stem from fits with the Ginzburg–Landau
theory, Eq.~34!.
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~67! and ~68!, i.e., a1;C2 and a2;C. Also t shows the
predicted quadratic dependence onC. From the value ofa1,
the bending rigidityk may be calculated based on Eq.~67!.
Our results are presented in Table VIII and Fig. 16. They
show a rather weak dependence ofk on the polymer grafting
density, with a tendency to decreasing values with increasing
polymer density.

The value ofk, which is obtained in this way, requires
some discussion. First, if should be noticed that the scatter-
ing intensity at small wave vectors is sensitive to the exact
form of the film–film correlation function,gf f(r ), for all
distancesr. Since in our derivation of the film-scattering in-
tensity, we have interpolated between the asymptotic behav-
ior of gf f(r ) for small and larger, the values ofSf f(Q) in
Eq. ~56! for smallQ do depend on our approximations. Sec-
ond, the fit value ofa2 in Eq. ~65! is determined by the large-
Q part of the scattering data—which is just the Porod law
—while the fit value ofa1 is determined by the low-Q part.
Therefore, the value ofk extracted from Eq.~67! is also
sensitive to the approximations made in deriving the analyti-
cal expression forSf f(Q). Third, the observations that the
fitted a1 values show the predicted dependence onC and
that the extractedk values fall into the same range of 0.5 to
1.0kBT as observed by several other experiments59,60 on mi-
croemulsion systems, are more indications that we have
found a reliable analytical expression forSf f(Q).

Keeping these caveats in mind, we can now proceed to
interpret our results for the bending rigidity. The bending
rigidity we extract from the scattering intensity at smallQ
has to be considered as a renormalized quantity, which is
affected by the thermal membrane fluctuations on scales
smaller than the average domain size. This effect is not de-
scribed correctly in the Gaussian-random-field approach, and
therefore has to be added explicitly. A field-theoretic calcu-
lation of membrane fluctuations gives the result61,62 for the
dependence of the renormalized bending moduluskR on the
polymer coverages and the membrane volume fractionC,

kR~s,C!5keff~s!1kBT
3

4p
ln~C!, ~69!

wherekeff(s) denotes the bare bending modulus of the deco-
rated membrane. The renormalized bending rigidity de-
creases with increasing domain size, i.e., with decreasing
membrane volume fractionC. Thus, in order to see the de-
pendence of the~effective! bending rigidity on the polymer
concentration, we calculatekeff(s) from Eq. ~69! by identi-
fying kR(s,C) with the values obtained from the fit of the
film-scattering intensity. The result is also shown in Fig. 16.
It can be seen thatkeff(s) is a linear function ofs(Rw

2

1Ro
2), consistent with the prediction~18!. Furthermore, a

slope of 0.16 is found, which compares quite well with the
theoretical value of (11p/2)/1250.214, which is strictly
valid only for ideal chains.

D. Measurements under polymer contrast

The partial scattering functionsSf p(Q) andSpp(Q) con-
tain information about the used PEP5–PEO15 block-
copolymer.Sf p(Q) is in particular sensitive to the projection
of the average polymer density on the~local! normal direc-
tion to the interface. Any fluctuating segment-film correla-
tions average to zero.63–65Whereas the latter statement stays
valid for the curved interface of the bicontinuous structure
the projection property is only valid in the high-Q limit
where Eq.~61! approximately holds. There it may be used to
determine the extension of the tethered polymer coils on both
sides of the interface with the assumption of the density pro-
file, Eq. ~58!. TheSf p(Q) data and fits to Eq.~61! are shown
in Fig. 17. The lines display Eq.~61! computed withRPEO

5161 Å andRPEP580.5 Å. For the fit procedure, the ratio
RPEP/RPEO was kept fixed. The fact that the data quickly
approach zero at the high-Q end corroborates the expectation
that segment-film correlations are not seen in this partial
scattering function.

These values should be compared with the end-to-end
distances of the corresponding homopolymers in solutions,
which have been found to beRPEP567 Å ~in cyclohexane!30

andRPEO5138 Å.66 Since an error estimate of about 10% is
not unreasonable in both types of measurements, we can
conclude that the polymer coils behave as isolated, self-
avoiding chains, which are neither attracted to the membrane
nor compressed by other polymers.

FIG. 16. The estimated bending modulikR(C,s) ~lower half! andkeff(s),
bare~upper half!, determined from fit and Eqs.~67! and ~69!.

FIG. 17. Partial scattering functionSf p(Q) ~circles!. The line corresponds to
a fit to Eq. ~61! yielding RPEO5161 Å and RPEP580.5 Å for PEP5–
PEO15. Since Eq.~61! is only valid in the high-Q region fits were per-
formed to data in theQ-range 0.012<Q/Å21<0.2.
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The polymer–polymer scattering function contains both
contributions due to the average polymer density and contri-
butions due to fluctuating segmental correlations. The aver-
age density decorates the interface and is expected to be
proportional to the film–film scattering multiplied by a poly-
mer form factor as expressed in the first term of Eq.~62!.
Figure 18 showsSpp(Q) with fits to Eq.~62!, the values of
the end-to-end radii correspond those obtained from the fit to
Sf p(Q) ~Fig. 17!. The polymer fluctuation contribution
S̃pp(Q) is modeled by the fluctuation part of a Beaucage
function67

S̃pp~Q!}~erf@w~QRg!/A6#3/~QRg!!n ~70!

with a Q2n asymptote~with n.5/3) and crossover length
A6Rg equal to the end-to-end radii andw51.06. The in-
ferred normalization factorN50.0134 is slightly larger than
the estimateN.Fd

2.0.0106, see Sec. III B 5.
The deviations~missing intensity! at intermediateQ

most probably results from the neglect of lateral density fluc-
tuations that result from the average density variation from
the center to the periphery of a polymer mushroom if pro-
jected onto the oil–water interface. The arrangement of
mushrooms tethered to the interface resembles a 2D soft-
sphere fluid, the lateral correlation due to its structure factor
would at least account for a fraction of the missing intensity.
In addition, the used ansatz leading to the first term of Eq.
~62! assumes flat interfaces which is only valid in the limit of
small curvature.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have investigated the phase behavior and scattering
intensities of ternary microemulsions of water, oil and non-
ionic surfactant, containing in addition small amounts of am-
phiphilic diblock copolymers. The effect of the block co-
polymer on the phase behavior is to drastically enhance the
efficiency of the surfactant, i.e., the same amount of oil and
water can be solubilized with a much smaller total amount of
amphiphile. This effect has first been reported in Ref. 1.

The careful analysis of the partial structure factors,
which were obtained from neutron scattering data by a so-

phisticated contrast variation scheme, provides very detailed
information on the structure of the microemulsion phase on
mesoscopic scales, and the conformation of the polymers and
their location relative to the surfactant film. This is an essen-
tial requirement for a comparison with theoretical
approaches—and for a detailed understanding of the mecha-
nism by which amphiphilic block copolymers affect the
properties of membrane ensembles. We find that in the
mushroom regime, our scattering data are consistent with
polymer coils, which behave as self-avoiding chains an-
chored to an~almost! planar surface. The mushrooms are
distributed uniformly on the membrane. The presence of any
block copolymer aggregates~micelles! can be excluded.

As the scattering results show, block copolymers in ter-
nary microemulsions have the further advantage that they
allow for a controlled and systematic variation of the density
of polymers anchored to the interface membrane. Thereby,
following the theoretical expectation,39 bending rigidity and
the saddle-splay modulus may be controlled, which in the
mushroom regime are simply linear functions of the polymer
concentration on the membrane. A similar variation occurs,
of course, in mixtures of two surfactants,68 but the depen-
dence in general is more complicated due to the badly un-
derstood molecular origin of the curvature moduli in this
case. Therefore, the ternary system with additional block co-
polymer is very well suited for a stringent test of current
theories of amphiphilic systems. We have compared, in par-
ticular, the film scattering data with the theoretical results of
both a Ginzburg–Landau theory and a Gaussian-random-
field model. In the latter approach, we propose an approxi-
mate analytical expression for the scattering intensity, based
on the results of Ref. 22 for the film correlation function,
which reproduces the known exact results for theQ depen-
dence at small and large wave vectorsQ. In both cases, the
theoretical expressions fit the data very well. In the
Ginzburg–Landau approach, the fitting parameters are the
coupling constants, which describe the interaction of the lo-
cal amphiphile density with the concentration difference of
oil and water. In the Gaussian-random-field model, the fitting
parameters are related to the average amphiphile concentra-
tion and the bending rigidity of the membrane. Therefore, for
the present system of a sharp and saturated interface film, the
latter approach seems more appropriate.

Our scattering results imply that the block copolymers
are uniformly distributed on the membrane. We therefore
propose that the phase behavior can be understood from the
effect of the anchored polymer on the curvature moduli of
the membrane. Indeed, we find that this hypothesis leads to a
prediction for the scaling form of the emulsification phase
boundary, which is fully consistent with the experimental
observations. The amplitude in this scaling form is about a
factor of 2 larger than the theoretical result forideal chains.
We believe that this difference arises from the different scal-
ing behaviors of polymers in good and in theta solvents.

Our experiment provides the first investigation that by
application of a consistent model, allows to infer the behav-
ior of the ~effective! saddle-splay modulus as a function of
the anchoring density. Therefore, no comparison with other
experiments on this quantity is possible. However, there are

FIG. 18. Partial scattering functionSpp(Q). Lines correspond to fits with
Eq. ~62!, the assumed end-to-end radii correspond to the values obtained

from the fit shown in Fig. 17. The polymer fluctuation contributionS̃pp(Q)
is modeled by a Beaucage function Eq.~70! with a Q2n asymptote (n
51.66) and crossover lengths equal to the end-to-end radii.
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several measurements of the~effective! bending rigidity. Of
these, the experiment of Evans and Rawicz10 provides the
most quantitative results, and also is the only one where the
molecular-weight dependence of the polymer is investigated.
They observe a leveling off of the bending rigidity for large
~total! polymer concentrations,9,10 which is obviously due to
the fact that the polymer is no longer anchored to the mem-
brane, but forms micelles or other aggregates in solution.
The amplitude of the scaling law was found to be about a
factor 4 to 5 larger in Ref. 10 than predicted for ideal chains,
which is about a factor 2 more than what we see fork̄.
However, it is more disturbing to see that the linear depen-
dence ofkeff on the grafting density extends about a factor of
10 beyond the overlap concentration. It it not at all obvious,
of course, that thedefinitionsRe

251 of the overlap concen-
tration with the end-to-end distanceRe is the best choice to
describe the crossover from the mushroom to the brush re-
gime, or whethersRg

251 with the radius-of-gyrationRg

5Re /A6 might not be more appropriate. We can employ the
results for the crossover from the dilute to the semidilute
regime in bulk polymer solutions to provide some guidance.
In this case, the crossover is observed experimentally in
terms of the concentration dependence of the osmotic
pressure69 somewhat below the pointsRg

351. Thus, it is
conceivable that most of the data in Ref. 10 are taken effec-
tively in the mushroom regime. It is also possible that other
effects, like an adsorption of the PEO chain to the lipid
membrane, are responsible for enhancement of the polymer
effect on the membrane rigidity as observed in Ref. 10. In
any case, it will be interesting to see what happens in our
system at higher grafting densities.

Applying the concepts and methods presented in our pa-
per renders the bicontinuous microemulsion phases into a
tool to investigate the membrane modification properties of
~polymeric! cosurfactants. It is, however, necessary that the
system stays in the bicontinuous phase and mediated inter-
action of adjacent membranes are negligible. Observing
these caveats, there are several other interesting possibilities
to investigate, how hydrophobic, hydrophilic or amphiphilic
polymers modify the curvature elasticity in these systems.
An obvious candidate are nonadsorbing hydrophilic ho-
mopolymers. The effect of such polymers in binary water-
surfactant systems has been studied in Refs. 70 and 71. The
effect on the phase behavior, however, will certainly be
smaller in mixtures containing hydrophilic or hydrophobic
homopolymers, since the polymer is distributed almost uni-
formly in the oil and/or water regions, while only the poly-
mers close to the surfactant membrane will affect its curva-
ture properties.

APPENDIX A: SYNTHESIS OF BLOCK COPOLYMERS

The PEP–PEO block copolymers were synthesized by
anionic polymerization. All manipulations were performed
under high vacuum in glass reactors provided with break
seals for the addition of reagents. The preparation of the
initiators and the purification procedures for monomers and
solvents to the standard required for anionic polymerization
have been described elsewhere.27,28

The anionic polymerization of the block copolymer was
realized in a two-step process, because the synthesis of the
two blocks requires different reaction conditions. In the first
step isoprene was polymerized in benzene with size exclu-
sion chromatography butyllithium as initiator. The endcap-
ping with ethylene oxide~EO! yielded polyisoprene func-
tionalized with a hydroxyl endgroup PI–OH. The polymer
was hydrogenated with H2 to the corresponding PEP–OH
using a conventional Pd/BaSO4 catalyst. In the second poly-
merization step, cumylpotassium was used to transfer
PEP–OH into the macroinitiator PEP–OK. The PEP–PEO
block copolymers were obtained after polymerizing the cal-
culated amounts of EO in THF at 50 °C for 3 days. The
reaction was terminated with acetic acid and the product was
precipitated twice in acetone at210 °C to220 °C.

The number average molecular weightMn of the
PEP–OH was obtained from the titration with the highly
colored cumylpotassium. Knowing the amount of PEP–OH
and the concentration of the cumylpotassium solution, the
titration can be considered as endgroup analysis for the de-
termination ofMn . The deuterium contents of the partially
deuterated PEP–OH samples were measured by1H–NMR
spectroscopy using a 500 MHz Bruker spectrometer. Known
amounts of the polymer and C2H2Br4 as reference were dis-
solved in CDCl3. The comparison of the C2H2Br4 signal in-
tensity at 6.1 ppm with the signal intensities of the PEP
protons between 1 and 2 ppm allowed to calculate the deu-
terium contents. The block copolymer compositions were
also calculated by1H–NMR spectroscopy, comparing the
PEP signals with the PEO signal at 3.6 ppm and taking into
account the deuterium content of the PEP–OH. From the
compositions and the titration molecular weights of the
PEP–OH the block copolymer molecular weights were ob-
tained. Molecular weight distributions were obtained by size
exclusion chromatography~SEC! using a Waters 150C in-
strument at 30 °C. THF was the eluent for the PEP–OH and
a mixture of 90 vol % THF and 10 vol % DMA was used for
the block copolymers.

In order to perform experiments under polymer contrast,
a fully deuterated C10E4 had to be synthesized. Several syn-
thetic strategies were checked with respect to product yield
and costs of the different deuterated components. Finally, the
oligomerization of deuterated potassiumn-decanolate with
deuterated ethylene oxide was chosen as the most economic
process. The potassiumn-decanolate was obtained by react-
ing potassium metal with a small excess ofn-decanol-d22

~CDN isotopes! under argon atmosphere. No solvent was
used in this step because of solubility difficulties of the prod-
uct in common aprotic, polar solvents at room temperature
and reaction of potassium metal with those solvents at el-
evated temperature. After 5 days at 70 °C almost all potas-
sium metal disappeared. The potassiumn-decanolate was
then dissolved in 1,3 dimethyltetrahydro-2-~1H!-
pyrimidinone ~DMPU! ~Merck! at 100 °C. The required
amount of ethylene oxide-d4 ~EO! ~CDN isotopes! corre-
sponding to the stoichiometry ofd-C10E4 was added via the
gas phase. The EO as well as the DMPU were dried before
use by stirring over calcium hydride overnight followed by
distillation under reduced pressure. The reaction mixture was
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left for 1 h at 100 °C andovernight at room temperature.
Then the required amount of HCl was added, the product
dissolved in diethyl ether, and washed with water in order to
remove DMPU and KCl. The diethyl ether was evaporated
under reduced pressure and the raw product stirred under
high vacuum for 1 h to remove residues of diethyl ether and
water.

The product composition was evaluated by SEC using
THF as solvent and a refractive index detector. The use of
two ultrastyragel columns of 500 and 1000 Å pore size
yielded sufficient separation efficiency to analyze the surfac-
tant mixture. It was found that the product contained 20% of
d-C10E4. Due to the relatively large amount of approxi-
mately 33 g, the raw product was prepurified by distillation.
A 20 cm Vigreux column was used and high vacuum was
necessary. A fraction of 8 g was obtained that contained 75%
of d-C10E4 together with 19% ofd-C10E3 and 6% of
d-C10E5 as analyzed by SEC. This mixture was purified in a
second step by chromatography on a silica gel column eluted
with ethyl acetate. 5.2 g of the product were obtained after
evaporation of the solvent and removal of volatile residues
under high vacuum. SEC was found not to be sensitive
enough to detect small amounts of byproducts. For that rea-
son thin layer chromatography~TLC! was used to evaluate
the product purity. This technique allowed to detect relative
amounts of much less than 1% ofd-C10E3 or d-C10E5 in the
product as found by analyzing surfactant mixtures of known
composition. The TLC investigation showed that the product
contained pured-C10E4, no byproduct was found.

The deuterium content of C10E4 was checked by
1H–NMR. Known amounts ofd-C10E4 and C2H2Br4 as ref-
erence were dissolved in CDCl3. The comparison of the
C2H2Br4 signal intensity at 6.1 ppm with the signal intensi-
ties of theE4 unit at 3.6 ppm and the C10 unit between 0.8
and 1.5 ppm and at 3.4 ppm allowed to calculate the deute-
rium contents. For theE4 unit, except the OH endgroup, 99.8
atom % deuterium and for the C10 unit 98.9 atom % deute-
rium were found.

In order to determine the phase behavior, samples were
prepared with hydrogenous compounds. Water was deion-
ized and twice distilled,n-decane was obtained from SIGMA
~Steiner, Germany! with a purity .99% and C10E4 was pur-
chased from Bachem~Bubendorf, Switzerland! with purity
.98%. All substances were used without further purifica-
tion.

APPENDIX B: FILM SCATTERING FUNCTIONS

The rather lengthy expression for the functionI 1•••I 3 in
the expression for the film scattering in Sec. III B 3 are given
by

I 1~x,y!5L2~x,y!, ~B1!

I 2~x,y!52S 11
1

2
x22y2DL2~x,y!1y J0~x,y!,

~B2!

I 3~x,y!5 1
6 ~26239x2142y21x416y4!L2~x,y!

1 2
3 x~2813x223y2!V~x,y!

2 2
3 xy~31y2!L0~x,y!1y~51y2!

J0~x,y!1 4
3 y2. ~B3!

Here, we have defined a number of elementary functions:

L6~x,y!5
1

4x F2 arctanS x

2D6arctanS 4x

414y22x2D 6npG ,

~B4!
wheren51 for x2.(414y2) andn50 otherwise,

L0~x,y!5
1

2x FarctanS x12y

2 D2arctanS x22y

2 D G , ~B5!

V~x,y!5
1

8x F lnS 41~2y2x!2

41x2 D 1 lnS 41~2y1x!2

41x2 D G ,

~B6!

J0~x,y!5
1

4x
lnS 41~2y1x!2

41~2y2x!2D . ~B7!

With these definitions, the vertex functionG(x,y) in Eq.
~34!, which has been calculated in Ref. 58, is given by

j2

2 a
G~x,y!5~g12g2 x2!2 L2~x,y!12g3~g12g2 x2!

3@~12y2!L2~x,y!2yJ0~x,y!#

1g3
2$2y2 @L1~x,y!2L2~x,y!#

1~12y2!2L2~x,y!22y~12y2!

3J0~x,y!1y2%, ~B8!

where g15g̃1AjA(4pj)/a, g25g̃2Aj22jA(4pj)/a, and
g35g̃3Aj22jA(4pj)/a; the amplitudeA is defined in Eq.
~33!.
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